
Ph.D Qualifying Exam (Microprocessor Applications) – January 2014 
 
For the first question, use the following microprocessor instruction set: 
 
16 bit Address Bus & 16-bit Data Bus 
16 16-bit registers (reg0, reg1, . . . ., reg15) 
Assume all comparisons and arithmetic operations are unsigned 
 
Instruction Operands Description Example 
LD regD, immediate( regA ) regD = memory[ immediate + regA ] LD reg3, 1000(reg5) 
LDI regD, immediate regD = immediate LDI reg7, 0 
ST regD, immediate( regA ) memory[ immediate + regA ] = regD ST reg8, 3000(reg2) 
ADD regD, regS1, regS2 regD = regS1 + regS2 ADD reg5, reg6, reg12 
SUB regD, regS1, regS2 regD = regS1 - regS2 SUB reg5, reg6, reg12 
DIV regD, regS1, regS2 regD = regS1 /  regS2 DIV  reg5, reg6, reg12 
AND regD, regS1, regS2 regD = regS1 and regS2 (bitwise) AND reg5, reg6, reg12 
OR regD, regS1, regS2 regD = regS1 or regS2 (bitwise) OR reg5, reg6, reg12 
INV regD, regS1 regD = not regS1 (bitwise) INV reg5, reg6 
XOR regD, regS1, regS2 regD = regS1 xor regS2 (bitwise) OR reg5, reg6, reg12 
SHL regD, regS1, regS2 regD = regS1 << regS2 (shift left) SHL reg5, reg5, reg1 
BEQ regS1, regS2, label  Branch to label if regS1 = regS2 BEQ reg2, reg3, targetLabel 
BLT regS1, regS2, label  Branch to label if regS1 < regS2 BLT reg2, reg3, targetLabel 
BNE regS1, regS2, label  Branch to label if regS1 != regS2 BNE reg2, reg3, targetLabel 
J Label Jump to label J targetLabel 
CALL Label Call function “label” CALL button_pressed 
RET  Return from function RET 
 

 
 
 

1. You are given the following: 
 A timer that has already been configured to trigger an interrupt service routine (ISR) every 10 milliseconds. For 

simplicity, ignore any architecture-specific flags or registers that are typically cleared/set. 
 An analog-to-digital converter (ADC) with a 16-bit unsigned output connected to a port at address 2000 hex. 
 A memory using 16-bit word addressing whose address space ranges from 4000 hex to 8000 hex 

 
Write code for an ISR to implement the following behavior. The application should sample the 16-bit output from the ADC 
every 10 milliseconds. For each group of 10 consecutive samples, the ISR should calculate the average of the 10 samples, and 
then write the average to memory, starting at address 6000 hex. The application should repeat this same process for all 
subsequent groups of 10 samples, with the outputs stored at 6001, 6002, etc. You can ignore memory overflow if the application 
execution for too long.    
 
Show all code for the ISR. Clearly define any memory locations used for variables. List any assumptions, such as memory 
locations that are initialized at the beginning of execution. Comment the code or show high-level pseudo-code for partial credit. 
 



2.  (a – 10%) What is the decimal range for a 5-bit 2’s complement number? 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(b – 10%) What is the decimal range for a 5-bit unsigned number? 
 
 
 
 
 

 
(c – 30%) For a microprocessor with 24 address lines and 16 data lines (i.e. 16-bit words), how many bytes are available in 
the memory map? 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(d – 30%) For the memory map in part c, assume there is one memory whose address range starts at address 200000 hex. If 
you add an additional memory whose address range starts at 100000 hex, what is the largest possible size of this second 
memory without causing any overlap in the memory map? 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(e – 20%) For the memory map in part c, show the logic to create a 16-bit output port mapped to address 001000 hex. 
Assume the output port uses a 16-bit register with an active-high load signal that stores the data input on a rising clock edge. 

Assume that the processor provides a rd/ wr  signal and a DataStrobe   signal where a rising edge represents valid data. 

Your addressing logic should control the load and clock signal to ensure the register is updated during a write to the 
corresponding port address. List any assumptions. 
 

 
 


